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Bullies are looking for affection claims study

Bullies victimise other children because they are looking for affection, according to new research. 

Published: 7:30AM GMT 25 Mar 2010

Bullying is so common that about 15 per cent of children are affected and experts say that most of the culprits victimise their 
peers because they want "status and affection". 

Researchers from the University of Groningen in the Netherlands questioned 500 primary school pupils, aged nine to 12, and 
found that in the majority of cases, bullies choose to "gain status" over their victims by dominating them. 
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But at the same time, say the researchers, the bullies try and avoid being outed by classmates for preying on children who 
are considered weak or unpopular. 

Lead author Professor of Sociology Rene Veenstra, who led the study, said: "In short, even bullies care a lot about others' 
affection and don't want to lose it." 

"They also like being noticed and they know if they are victimising someone else, they are sure to get attention. 

"They are very careful about who they pick on and always make sure who they choose to bully won't mean they will lost 
favour with other children. 

"For example, boys never pick on attractive, popular girls because they know other boys will defend her." 

"Moreover, boys will bully only those girls that aren't well liked by other boys, regardless of what girls think about it, and girls 
will do the same in their bullying of boys." 

Prof Veenstra also said that bullies retain others' affection by enlisting their help in victimising a classmate and that bullies 
are often being bullied themselves. 

He said: "About five to six per cent of children are both victims and bullies and can come from families with problems, where 
bullying exists already. 

"We also found that in order to reinstate their status of domination and to avoid alienation from other children, bullies get 
others in on the act and make them part of the bullying campaign." 

Prof Veenstra added: "To understand the complex nature of acceptance and rejection, it's necessary to distinguish the 
gender of the bully, the gender of the target, and the gender of the classmates who accept and reject bullies and victims." 

The research appears in the next issue of the journal Child Development. 
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